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Four scientists, born in four different countries, come together in an attempt to develop a
technology for the transfer of a human mind, including its consciousness and memories, into an
ultrafast neuromorphic network. They believe that their success can save mankind from a
dystopian future while avoiding a Frankenstein-type AI disaster. The team’s work is not made
simpler by its three male members falling, one by one, in love to their female colleague. When
one of them falls terminally ill, their project is moved underground and intensified…The author is
a professional scientist/engineer with firsthand knowledge of the described hardware
technology, and broad interests in related fields. As a result, this book is a semi-sci-fi, semi-
popular-science combo, with a portion of layman-language (and hence understandable :-)
social-economic philosophy on the side.From the 1st edition’s reviews on Ebook Library:"I found
this a fascinating book, which I read in one sitting.”“Wonderful short novel, combining the
engaging intrigue of the imagined (but very possible) near future and deep thoughts on the
‘meaning of it all’.”“‘The Transfer’ is more than a novel. I have read everything I could find since
1999 on the subject of transhumanism, and Véra Tínyč is the first to bring it to a possible
reality.”“Vera Tinych is a fine storyteller with a strong scientific background whose fictional
account of mind uploading sheds light on a compelling subject which may become reality in the
near future.”Website https://veratinyc.weebly.com/
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Casey Dorman, “The most "hard science" scifi you're likely to read. I found this a fascinating
book, which I read in one sitting. It certainly fits the definition of “hard scifi,” and is the most
loaded with science and engineering information of any science fiction I have read. For me, the
hook was the subject matter. I found the idea of MolBars absolutely exciting – exciting enough to
look it up and find some scientific articles on it and see that it was a real thing. I regret that I was
not aware of molecular crossbars when I wrote my own novel on artificial intelligence. The
possibilities inherent in this and other technologies that were presented kept me reading. The
novel becomes more speculative in the third section when we find the main characters deciding
to transfer the mind of one of them into an electronic device. Although speculative, the ideas
were not impossible, at least in the future. The procedure was realistic, especially the early trials
when only some thoughts were temporarily transferred. I loved the use of reinforcement learning
and discrimination learning to teach the machine to see and perceive speech. That, and the
earlier finding that the technology, on its own, first copied, then modified thought inputs from the
human's brain, seemed plausible, given recent developments in deep learning with AI. There
were some parts of the book I liked less than others, such as the philosophical discussions, but
that may be my own bias against some of the characters' positions. Also, I hope that in the
second edition the ending is changed to a more optimistic one. These preferences were not
enough to lower my rating, as, even if the novel is not perfect, it is amazing enough in its
exploration of technological possibilities to deserve 5 stars. If you are a technophile or, as I am,
really into science fiction that relies on real science, this is a book that will delight you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A masterful treatise, disgusied as a novel, about the actual likely path to
transhumanism. "The Transfer" is more than a novel. I have read everything I could find since
1999 on the subject of transhumanisn, and Véra Tínyč is the first to bring it to a possible reality.
The proposal for a biological/electronic (carbon-based/silicon based) substrate to duplicate the
content of human minds, with an analog interface to facilitate the transfer, seems to me the most
likely candidate for success... as opposed to an entirely digital hardware/software configuration,
which does not duplicate the wet, analog environment of the brain (and which seems destined to
fail the test of achieving self-awareness, as well as subjective evaluation of environment). The
potential for expansion of function , speed and multi-tasking, after the transfer, also seems
enormous. possibly leading to the powers of "true" artificial intelligence, without sacrificing our
humanity. The philosophical discussion of avoiding the "Great Decline", through not only the
advancement of productivity with the "best economic systems and organization of society", but
also through the advancement of technology (which is also the reason we have avoided decline
since the Stone Age) is also insightful, and should be obvious to all of us. Ray Kurzweil first led
me to consideration of transhumanism; Véra Tínyč is the first to show a path that could actually
work... and to the benefit of mankind.”



Paul A. Spiegel, “A Compelling Prediction of What Might Be. Well-written and engaging. Vera
Tinych is a fine storyteller with a strong scientific background whose fictional account of mind
uploading sheds light on a compelling subject which may become reality in the near future.”

Hello There, “Great read for anyone pondering the meaning of life and what the near future might
bring. Wonderful short novel, combining the engaging intrigue of the imagined (but very
possible) near future and deep thoughts on the 'meaning of it all’: human life and spirit, modern
society, science, technology, love and friendship. Written in the great tradition of humanists of
Science Fiction: Ray Bradbury, H. G. Wells and Jules Verne. Fantastic read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “I enjoyed the concept. I enjoyed reading this book very much and I
recommend this book to anyone who like machine human interface with a sad ending.”

Robert E., “This has a great premise.. Good story line, when it’s there. The outlines for the
incomplete chapters/concepts is intriguing.  Keep writing and finish this book.”

Wink, “Definitely worth a read. The metaphysical arguments are superb . Obviously the author
spent a great deal of thought on these matters. The technical aspects in the early chapters are
quite bland but once surpassed are worth the effort. I am a technocratic thinker so , perhaps
that was the appeal to me. I enjoyed it thoroughly.  I expect there will be more to come.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 36 people have provided feedback.
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